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Murder victim in 1980 case identified
A headless and dismembered
dy found in 1980 in the Emass River near Coles County's
irtight Bridge has been identid as that of a Bradley woman,
ering new clues but no solution
a grisly 12-year-old murder
se.
At a press conference Friday,
les County Sheriff Jim Kimball
nounced the body discovered
two fishermen in October 1980
atches the description of Diane
arie Small.
Small was buried as a Jane
in Charleston's Mound Cemry shortly after her nude body
as found near the Airtight

Bridge about six miles north of
Charleston.
Kimball and Bradley Police
Detective Steven Coy credited the
identification to a missing persons
report recently filed by Small's
sister, Virginia L. Williams of
Raleigh, N.C. Concerned she
hadn't spoken to her sister in
more than a decade, Williams
reported her apparent disappearance to a national crime data bank
on January 24, 1992 and worked
with Bradley police in re-examining the case.
Commonly referred to as the
Airtight Murder, the new evidence has not brought forth a suspect at this time, Kimball told
reporters. However, he and Coy
plan to meet with state police

Monday to follow any new leads.
Although it remains unclear
why Small's body was recovered
in Coles County, the case has
been delayed 12 years, largely
because of its poor condition and
because her family chose to file
only a limited informational
report rather than a standard missing persons report.
Until Williams filed the report
earlier this year, the sheriff department's evidence didn't link
the recovered body with any cases
in the National Crime Information
Center's computer bank. About a
week after Bradley police entered
Small's description into the bank,
her profile was matched with one
filed by the sheriff's department
back in late October 1980.

Williams apparently gave no
reason as to why she waited 12
years to file the report, Coy said,
although it is thought family
members had separated around
the nation and lost contact.
"The family had kind of split
around the country," Coy said.
"Really there was no explanation
given, and the sister had grown
concerned. They just figured
everyone had gone about their
own lives."
Coy speculated Small's husband filed only the informational
report because "they apparently
had some type of marital problems, and tl:)J:,-husband said she
had left before."
After matching the descriptions, Coles County Detective

Lonny Coopers, the Bradley
Police Department and Illinois
State Police coordinated the testing of Small' s blood and DNA
against her parents'. The sheriff's
department kept samples of
Small's blood, bone tissue and
hair and conducted tests at the
state crime lab.
Kimball declined to comment
on whether Small was first killed
and then dismembered, killed by
the dismemberment or killed in
another location and then brought
to the area. He refused to say how
long her body had been in the
water. When found, the hands,
feet and head had been severed
from the body.

+ Continued on page 2

IBHE discusses
minority concerns
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education's Priorities, Quality and
Productivity initiative is intended to
make colleges take a closer look at
their missions and not used as an
attack on higher education, said the
IBHE associate director in a speech
Friday.
James Forstall, IBHE associate
director, discussed PQP and its
impact on minority faculty, students
and programs, at a seminar sponsored by the Illinois Committee on
Black Concerns in Higher Education Friday.
"What you are going to find out
from this seminar is that the Illinois
Board Higher of Education is really

a coordinating board," Forstall said.
"(The IBHE) works for the universities, the governor and the General
Assembly all together."
"PQP is not discussed as a budgetary exercise," Forstall said. "The
intent of (PQP) is to look at the
missions of higher education overall. PQP is used as a better attempt
to use the resources. (PQP) was set
up as an open process. The budget
process has not changed at all
because of PQP."
Forstall said changes in programs
should happen at the institutional
level and not at the BOG level.
Forstall emphasized there are no
hidden agendas involving PQP.
"To the best of my knowledge
"' Continued on page 2

Belleville investigated
for police harassment

,,

..

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

atch me if you can
embers of the Eastern cheer team get ready to catch sophomore Amy Ragusa during a timeout at the
stern basketball game against Finland Sunday afternoon at Lantz Gymnasium. The Panthers defeated
Finland team 79-76. They will open up the regular season Dec. 1 at Lantz Gym against the University
Maine.

BELLEVILLE (AP) - Police
Chief Robert Hurst said a special
unit of police officers was told to
pull over cars carrying black males
through a wealthy white neighborhood.
Hurst's comments came in an
interview with a television crew
from "60 Minutes," which is investigating allegations that this
Southern Illinois city's police
department formed a special unit to
keep blacks out of a neighborhood
known as Signal Hill.
"If you saw a car full of black
males in the Signal Hill area, your
men were directed to pull them
over?" asked CBS reporter Steve
Croft
"Yes," Hurst said. "If our officers seen a carload of black males,
they would stop and pull them over
and ask them what they were doing
in that area," Hurst said.
"Even if they weren't doing any-

thing wrong?" Croft asked.
·"That's correct," Hurst said. "A
good police officer can spot guys
that shouldn't be in a neighborhood." The Signal Hill area is
where police in the late 1980s
allegedly targeted black motorists
in an attempt to keep them from
corning into the city from East St.
Louis.
Hurst also acknowledged records
were kept so police would know if
a person had been in the west area
of town before.
But Hurst denied the special unit
of 12 officers was formed for the
purposed of harassing blacks.
"There is no way we targeted
blacks to keep them out of
Belleville. No way. And no officer
on this Police Department was ever
issued an order like that from me,"
Hurst said.
• Continued on page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Murder victim
+From page I
In 1984, mass murderer Henry Lucas confessed to
Small's murder, but further investigation disproved his
claim.
"Mr. Lucas could not give us specific information
that would be known only to the murderer," Cooper
said.
While perhaps one of the grisliest incidents in Coles
County history, residents of Bradley, a town of about
10,800 near Bourbonnais in Kankakee County, appear
to have forgotten about Small's murder, Coy added.
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Projects Due!!
We Can Help

"At the first of the year, when we started working
together with Coles County, I ran an article asking for
information, and I didn't get any calls," he said.
Small is thought to have been 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
130 to 135 pounds with auburn hair and light skin.
Kimball said there was no evidence where the body
was recovered that a struggle had taken place.
Small, whose maiden name is Riordan, left behind a
daughter who is now 14 years old and lives in
Kankakee as a ward of the Department of Children and
Family Services.
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and eliminate less effective programs.
Forstall said faculty, administration, students, alumni and governing board members at each institution must be engaged in refinement
of their mission and the reallocation
of their resources.
He added the PQP initiative
might reach farther than just the
schools themselves.
"PQP might have an impact on
what happens to the budget this
year that we submit to the governor
and the general assembly," Forstall
said.
In the discussion of the impact

"" From page I
there is no hidden agenda involving
the structure, and there are no hidden agendas involving PQP," he
said.
Forstall said the kickoff document to the PQP process is a letter
IBHE chairman Arthur Quern sent
to all public and private college and
university presidents and chancellors.
The letter said taxpayers and students can no longer continue to
accept the escalating cost of higher
education that forces universities to
make choices to support quality

the PQP initiative had on minorities, audience members said more
emphasis is on the number of
minority students, but not accountability.
"Programs should be current,
connective and reactive to the cultural situation," Forstall said, referring to the fact that most universities are more interested in numbers
than quality.
Johnetta Jones, minority affairs
director at Eastern, said PQP is the
main theme for the seminar
because discussions about PQP will
continue to dominate college campuses for some time.
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Belleville
•From page I
Hurst said the unit was created in response to a
crime wave in the Signal Hill area. Yet crime statistics
showed the highest crime rate during that time
occurred in east, not west, Belleville.
A series of articles by the Belleville News-Democrat
prompted an investigation by the Illinois Department
of Human Rights and the "60 Minutes" segment,
which has not yet been scheduled to air.
The newspaper analyzed tickets and found blacks
received a disproportionate share-of tickets 'issued in

~

west Belleville.
Last month, the city reached an agreement with the
Illinois Department of Human Rights, requiring all
Belleville police officers to go through a three-hour
sensitivity training course. As part of the agreement,
the city admitted no wrongdoing.
Hurst told the "60 Minutes" crew he planned to
retire next year, but that his retirement had nothing to
do with the controversy. He has been with the department since Feb. 1, 1965. He became i)olice chief Jan.
1, 1985.
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Special Thanksgiving Bus Service
to Chicago Suburbs
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University Union Box Office
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LGBA
to discuss
its agenda

Hearing to give
time for opinions

By TERESA JOHNSON
and JOHN FERAK

Administration editor

Staff writers

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Allies Union will discuss
whether it will support the boycott of Panther's Lounge among
several other items at its weekly
meeting Monday.
However, now that Panther's
owner Mike Bickers claims to
have sold the pictures deemed
racially insensitive by some
campus minorities, LGBA
members may rethink their decision to boycott the bar.
"I have a feeling we might
support the boycott," said junior
Seth Rodgers, an executive officer in the union, last week
before Bickers said the pictures
were removed from his establishment
Also on its agenda for the
6:45 p.m. Monday meeting in
Room 228 of Coleman Hall the
organization will accept nominations for a new secretary.
"The secretary we have now
(Paul Cortese) will not be with
us next semester," Rodgers said.
Rodgers added most of the
talk at prior meetings has included talk about the speaker's
bureau, which is when the union
holds its panel discussions.
"By having the speaker's
bureau we are hoping to eliminate stereotypes about homosexuals and lesbians. It's basically
an education thing."
Paul Putman, adviser of the
LGBA, mentioned what's on tap
for the future meetings of the
group.
"We want to talk about how
these panel discussions have
worked, what's been good, what
hasn't worked," Putman said.
"Our main focus at the panel
discussions has been focus on
education."
Rodgers said the group will
have another speaker's bureau in
December in Taylor Hall.
"(The union) has become
stronger because the union has
been noticed," Rodgers said.
''The group has stuck through
the adverse reaction, which has
made the group stronger."
(217) 345-2380
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By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Supporters and opponents of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education's Priorities, Quality and
Productivity initiative will get a
chance to air their opinions directly
to the board Monday, but few
changes in the initiative are expected to come from the testimony.
The IBHE scheduled a public
meeting from 1:30 to 5 p.m. at the
Westin Hotel in Chicago to give
those who want to testify about
PQP more time than would be
available at the regular IBHE meeting, Tuesday.
At that regular meeting, the
IBHE will recap the 1991-1992
PQP plan and vote on the 19921993 plan.
Ross Hodel, deputy director of
the IBHE, said the meeting will
allow ·the IBHE to hear the wide
variety of public opinion about the
cuts, but conceded the IBHE will
probably not change its position on
the issue in time for consideration
at the Tuesday meeting.
"I'm not going to say they won't
(alter the PQP initiative)," Hodel
said. "They will hear testimony and
answer questions at the hearing. It
is possible they wll make some
changes."
Hodel said the 1992-1993 resolution essentially recommends public
universities cut their administration
and 190 academic programs,
encourages the colleges to implement the program cuts in the PQP
report and suggests colleges begin
looking at academic calendars, faculty workloads and financial aid as
a way of saving money.
Laurent Gosselin, president of
Eastem's chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois, will testify
and Eastern President David Joms
will attend. About 60 people have
signed up to speak, Hodel added.
Gosselin said he plans to ap-

proach the issue in a way most people have been ignoring.
''There's a couple of angles that
haven't been addressed yet,"
Gosselin said. "One of them is the
cost outside the university. The
other is the social issue."
He said cuts in education could
weaken society as a whole. Cuts in
the Eastem's technology education
program might cause a shortage of
high school industrial arts teachers,
which could leave the 50 percent of
high school graduates who don't go
on to college with no marketable
skills, he said.
The Illinois Manufacturers
Association plans to send a representative to the meeting, said Mark
Biel, the association's director of
governmental affairs.
"We 're concerned about the
future work force," Biel said.
"When the whole idea of looking at
higher education came along, we
felt it was maybe time for our
group to look at higher education. If
we don't see some meaningful
restructuring of of state government
- including education - there will
have to be a tax increase which will
have to be paid for by businesses."
Beil said the association has not
taken a solid position on PQP, but it
is in favor of cuts if they improve
the quality of education.
Gosselin said professors have
been left out of the PQP process,
and the hearing is a positive step
toward changing that.
"There has been little discussion," he said. "We should do (the
PQP process) while bringing to
bear all the good minds of the
board and the teachers who are
down in the trenches."
Hodel said groups such as the
Illinois Manufacturer's Association,
the American Association of
University Professors, the Illinois
Chamber of Commerce and the
Illinois Farm Bureaus are planning
to speak on the entire PQP issue.

Correction
In the Nov. 11 issue of The
Daily Eastern News, in the story
"Possible Lumpkin accreditation
receives mixed faculty reaction,"
the quote, "We have lots of faculty here who shouldn't be here,
and the administrators don't listen

to student evaluations (of teachers)," was mistakenly attributed to
Lumpkin College of Business
Dean Ted lvarie. The quote
should have been attributed to
Professor Ephraim Turban.
The News regrets the error.
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Half the problem
solved with new
fall ticket system
Fall commencement officials are hoping the
issuing of six guest tickets per graduate will
make for an equal ticket distribution and put a
halt to the overcrowding that has become expected for fall ceremonies in Lantz Gymnasium.
'This new procedure will help us control the
crowd (and) provide a safer environment for
visitors," said Brenda Cuppy, commencement
coordinator.
While the new system does spread the tickets out evenly to each graduate, it does not
address the issue of overcrowding. The new
tickets made for the upcoming graduation only
- - - - - - - solve one part of the prob-~ - lem.
Estimates by commencement officials say
6,000 people can fit into Lantz Gym. During
last year's fall graduation, approximately 7,500
people - including students and faculty attended.
Lantz has traditionally been an unpopular
site for graduation ceremonies. A plan to move
1992's spring graduation into Lantz instead of
having it outside in the library quad was
opposed by almost all of the semester's graduates, citing the attendance conditions in the
gym. After continued complaints, the administration chose to move the graduation outside.
Some of the largest complaints concerning
the gym stem from the heat generated by the
large number of onlookers and the high-school
like surroundings the gym brings to the ceremony.
This year, organizers are predicting a larger
than normal graduating class. The problem
with the tickets is that the six-ticket allotment
was calculated using statistics from past graduations. Even if students were to return any of
the allotted six tickets, they would be quickly
picked up by other students.
New system or no new system, the overcrowding is once again sure to exist.
A move that could prove to be unpopular
with most parents and students - but would be
sure to curb the nagging overcrowding problems - would be to cap the number of tickets
at the graduation. The new ticket program only
solves half of the problem regarding fall graduations.

Scho-ol envy a useless facuity tacti
Sparks often fly when a faculty
issue meets head-to-head with an
issue that directly affects students.
But as of late, representatives for
the faculty have been blowing a little too much smoke.
Eastern's Faculty Senate is again
challenging the effectiveness of
the Textbook Rental Service. Chair
Ed N\arlow and the rest of the senate dalm teachers are hindered by
the system, saying it hinders facul- Chris
ty in selecting the best way indi- Seper
vidually for them to teach their - - - - - - •
courses.
Aside from the fact that purchasing textbooks would
cause a $59 increase in tuition and w<;>uld probably more
than triple the amount of money students spend on textbooks now, the more disturbing trend is the way the
senate tries to sway opinion when dealing with issues
that affect the entire campus.
A type of dass envy has evolved from the senate as
they have continually compared Eastern to other universities, oftentimes putting the school down in the process.
In the case of the textbook rental issues, Marlow said
'There is no major university of any quality that has a
textbook rental service. Why should we?"
It is unfortunate Marlow believes we must mirror
other schools Instead of search for our own identity. The
reasoning the we should do something because other
schools do it is one of the worst reasons to change a
school.
But the Faculty Senate has previously tried to use this
tactic of university envy to get their point across. In a
lengthy letter from the senate In late September, faculty
representatives again tried to use the "we're a worse

Alfred Tennyson

- Chris Seper is edit page editor and a regular col
nist lbrlhe Daily Eastern News.
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;;nn Sweet girl graduates, in
their golden hair.

school but. .. " attitude to build the pride of teachers
students alike.
The attempt at twisted self-gratification came in
comparison of research institutions and graduate instl
tions, the use of teacher's assistants for undergradua
students and a comparison of the funding they receive.
Research schools like Harvard, Yale and Stanford,
letter stated, use teacher's assistants to teach their d
es. But Eastern - obviously in the same league as
aforementioned institutions - focuses intensely o
undergraduate education.
It was from this reasoning that the senate reaso
Jllinois is shelving the idea of quality higher-education.
was also one of the driving forces in saying state
like Eastern should get more-funding than the r
schools.
But not only was the generalization made by t
Faculty Senate a distorted one, it was wrong as wel
After conferring with a sophomore at Harvard, s
informed me almost all of her freshman year cou
were taught by the big-name professors that glv
Harvard its amiable reputation. The trend was continul
now in her sophomore year.
The comparisons between schools is only used
it is advantageous. For instance, many schools have
content to submit themselves to departmental co
dation, while Eastern fights it tooth and nail.
Anybody fighting the good fight will have r
and points that will outweigh the opposing side.
case is true for textbook rental, the same is true for
cational funding.
Hopefully, the Faculty Senate will get in line with
way of thinking.
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Campus ignoring underage drinkin
There's times in my life when I
'
have to ask exactly when did the
forward progression of the human
intellect stop? Or to put it quite
simply, when did everybody's
brains turn to jell-0?
So I'm reading The Daily Eastern
News last week, and yet again I
find another great villainous plague
that threatens us all. First, there
was the White Student Union.
Then there was the Gay Student Rich
Union. They were followed by Bird
Godzilla and Mothra, but they - - - - - - •
saved the best for last... SAMBO II Electric Boogaloo!
I'm a 20-year-old, third-year student here at Eastern.
I've seen a lot go through this campus, but nothing boggles my mind as much as the great "Sambo debate." I
think the best comment on the Panther Lounge's choice
of decor can be summed up in a single question: so
what?!
I never cease to be amazed at how daft people can
be. Don't misconstrue my intent, because I am overjoyed that President David Jorns and the black community at Eastern have mobilized against the threat of racist
icons.
Unfortunately, this great show of force on the part of
jorns, the Black Student 'U nion, Board of Governors'
Chancellor Tom Layzell and our beloved News is a rather
vicious-looking paper tiger considering these fearless
watchdogs are letting a much larger problem seep
through the bureaucratic cracks: underage drinking.
Based on what I've seen, there is no disputing in my
mind the Panther Lounge is a dive. I believe it exists primarily to exploit underage drinkers. The students who
are 19 don't go to Panther's if they have the choice. It's
been that way for the last three year$, It was that way
long before I arrived in Charleston, and it was that way

on Saturday, Nov. 14.
I met three patrons of Panther's that evening and
tales repulsed me. Three 16-year-old juniors from
prominent Catholic school on the south side of Chi
made the trip to Charleston to visit their brothers.
ending up at the Panther Lounge, they experienced
seediest side of Charleston nightlife.
One young man had the privilege of drinking a
of his own vomit to the cheers of assembled patr
Another stumbled out of the bar by himself and
retrieved two hours later at an afterbar in town. When
three made their triumphant return, two spent
evening In the men's room and the last passed out
to be 16 and in Charleston.
Instead of investigating underage drinking, Jorns
found it necessary to write letters about the removal
pictures. It seems to me as though the nobility of his
ture is nullified when he ignores the greater evil.
Panther's is dangerous. It endangers the lives of
freshmen students as well as their friends and there Is
excuse. The Charleston police "undercover" opera
lost their novelty when they started occurring on
annual basis. Panther's has taken the city's wrist sl
stride.
The only thing that jorns and The News have s
ed in doing is providing Bickers' hole with m
amounts of free advertising. Congratulations.
It seems to me if these pictures are so damn evil,
best way to get rid of them is to bring in a wrecking
and take the place off its foundation.
I recall the words of Thomas Jefferson, who bell
the role of a leader is to do "the most good for the
people, most of the time." If this is the case, It seems
me that our "leaders" are doing the least good for
most people, all of the time.
- Rich Bird is a junior journalism major and
columnist lbrlhe Daily Eastern News. ,
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nter addresses concerns
s note: This is the first in a series of two artiling Eastern's Health Service.

the winter's cold weather soon approaching,
's Health Service is seeing an influx of sickly

ore students become ill, Health Service comes
tiny for its often overcrowded conditions
limits on health care it may provide.
at we do here is primary management of
s," said Richard Larson, director of health
. "We treat what we feel we are set up for
ly. If any major problems arise, we refer
) to a specialist in the community or back at
nt's home."
said some of the reasons for students' nega'tudes toward Health Service stem from overconditions and limits on medical care.
e had more room and health facilities to deal
nts, we could do a better job managing the
es," Larson said. "We do routine medical
s so we can keep them in school. I think
because we don't do the more complicated
the students think it's because we can't do

these more complicated things."
The Health Service staff includes three full-time
doctors, two part-time doctors, five full-time nurses,
three part-time nurses, a full-time pharmacist and
pharmacist's assistant, two part-time pharmacists, one
lab technician, one X-ray technician, an assistant
administrator and three receptionists.
In treating more than 10,000 students, Larson said
space outweighs the need for more manpower.
"Our problem is not as much the personnel, but the
space here," he said. "If we had a better designed
area, we could see a lot more students more efficiently.
Larson said the Health Service was not designed
for extensive medical treatment. It occupies only the
ground floor of its building on Seventh Street.
Hearing and therapy classes are held on the second
level of the Health Service building.
"How to see (students) and keep patient-doctor
confidentiality is a problem," he said. "Nurses do the
initial screening of students, but all students really
need to say is 'I want to see the doctor to keep confidentiality."'
Larson noted in the Campus Master Plan, plans for
a new Health Service building were drawn, but Vice
President for Busines Affairs Charles Colbert said the
plans were striclty "preliminary."

oup donates money to Eastern
HUCHEL
Insurance Group Inc.,
the latest American compamoney for the cause of
the quality of education
tern.
pany began the Farmers
Group of Companies Aid
cation donation program
ago, according to Leo
Jr., chief executive offiers Group, Inc. in Los
Calif.

outstanding job American colleges
and universities have done in
preparing their students for responsible citizenship and for rewarding
professional business careers,"
Denlea said, in a press release.
"Continuing our practice of
many years, we are pleased to
make a cash contribution to those
institutions whose graduates serve
our company and our policy holders so well."
In the Farmers Group's program,
annual monetary donations are
made to colleges and universities
within the companies' operating

territory. The total number of alumni employed for four years or more
by a Farmers Group member company depicts the amount of money
donated.
With this donation, Eastern will
establish a Farmers Group of
Companies Scholarships. These
scholarships will be available to
students majoring in mathematics,
business administration, personnel
or other fields related to the insurance industry.
Eastern President David Jorns ·
was also happy to be a recipient of
the scholarship.

Now Leasing

PAKKPLACB
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th St.)

Beat the Rush and
get an early start
for next year. All selections
are
Available Now!
Apartments also on 12th St.

Call Anytime 348-1479

gar talks 'about fame ducks
NGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Most of the
's .lame ducks began quacking months ago,
Jim Edgar only recently has begun complainthe departing legislators.
has been wary lame duck lawmakers would
casino developers to push through a $2 bilsed project in Chicago.
retiring and defeated lawmakers in the
tic-controlled Legislature became an even
'ting target for the Republican governor Nov.
voters elected a GOP Senate for the first time
who has said repeatedly he opposes a landino in Chicago, said the proposal should be
incoming lawmakers, not to those who no
ve to worry about voters' approval.
of the lame ducks were not voted out; they

knew as long ago as December they would not file for
re-election.
"I think that we had in the spring session probably
as many issues up that were as important as casino
gambling," said Rep. Manny Hoffman, R-Homewood,
who was defeated in the March primary.
"I think what's happening is we're getting calls and
letters from our constituents and I think until the time
we're out of office I think we still owe our constituents
a vote." In the 59-member Senate, only three of 22
lame ducks were defeated for re-election Nov. 3. Three
had lost in the March primary, before the spring session.
In the 118-member House, 12 of 47 lame ducks will
go to the Senate in January. Only nine of the other 35
representatives lost in November; 13 fell in the primary.

White Rain
Shampoo

•Regular/
Light
•12 ounce
cans

Panther's

(MEDIUM (14"))

Bears/Bulls

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
'P IZZA...TO GO!

Officially
Licensed
T-Shirts,
Sweatshirts,

NIGHT!

0¢

Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14.)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

$5.95

Jus1

-T•

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza

Additional toppings @
regular charge.

nwanted
Items in
he Daily
stern News
lassifieds

Charteston
909 18th Slreet

348-7515

Present thiJ coupon when piCklng up order.
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off

Our Everyday
Low Price

M&M or Holidays
Chocolate Candies
Plain, Peanut, Almond,
Mints.or Peanut Butter
12.6-16 ounces

Your $169 ~~~
Choice
coupon
s1 99 w/out coupon

Stop in And see Our Full Line Of
Christmas Decorating Ideas
For Your Dorm Room Or Apartment
And Save!!!

5

6

MON
DA.Y
NOV. 23, 1CEZ

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES . YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING ,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331 .
12/11

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m .
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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G UN S-TV-VC RS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON ' S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY , SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011 . PAWN
SHOP
12/11
=sT=u,-,.D~EN'""T=-so-.-G""'E=T=-=T.,.,.H=E--,,B EST!
RESUMES , TYPING, COPIES.
CHARLESTON , COPY X. 219
LINCOLN AVE . (Across from
CREDIT UNION ONE) 345-6313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
FOR
STEREO
REPAIRS
(Receivers, Tape Decks, Speakers, Etc.) Call 345-5698
(Evenings). Ask for Jon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/1
STRAWBERRY
BREAD :
Reserve your loaf today for
Thanksgiving . Homemade and
freshly baked. What's Gookin, 7th
and Madison. 345-7427
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 11 /24
Need a Paper Typed? Call Carla
at 581-3068 or Garold at 5812704

'

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED : The Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance is looking for a gymnastics
instructor and a dance teacher.
For more information , call 2351080
.
ca1 1/20,23,30
s
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p=
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~
B=
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A~
K=
ERS. Promote
our Florida Spring Break packages . Earn MONEY and FREE
Trips . Campus Marketing . 800423-5264

WANnD
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLEASERS
FOR RENT
FoR SALE
LOST

&..

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
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Female subleaser for SP93
and/or Summer 93. Apt. across
from Science Building. 348-1871
,----- - - -- - - 1 1 /24
Subleaser needed to rent immediately or Spring 93. Share 3
bdrm apt. Have your own room.
Lg , util are low, cheap rent. Call
348-8642

Rooms for Rent-Women ONLY.
Jan.-May Lease (or longer) 1808
Ninth St. Pat Novak. (708) 7893772.
~~-~~--~--12/8
4 Bedroom House on Campus for
Spring. 345-9629 after 6:00.
11 /24

,...,--.,.--,....,----~~ 11 /23

UAL ROOMS FOR MEN-FURNISHED. HEAT AND ELECTRIC
PAID . CALL AFTER 5:30 P.M.
348-8870.
-:---,:,---,,-----.,...---..,.----12/11
1 Bedroom Apt., cheap utilities,
one person Spring 93. 348-1068
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/2
2 BR APT. NANTUCKET APT
AVAILABLE SP . 93. 2 PEOPLE.
CALL 348-5510
11 /24

A LOVING CHOICE : PREG NANT? WORRIED? Childless ,
Christian couple (both educators)
will provide fun-fill ed country
home complete with coll ie and
nursery. Call Karen/Tim 1-800484-8010 (Code 1951 ) or Attorney Glenna 1-800-241 -5384.
_ _ca 11 /2,6,9,13,16,20,23,30

2 Male ROOMMATES Needed
for Spring -own room , close to
campus, pool table. $140.00 mo.
Andy 348-5686.
11 /30
2 -c=
.,.Rc-o
o'"""'
o,..,..M~M
-c-A
=T=
E=
s.....,N
.....,E
=E=D=E=
D FOR
APT 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
OWN ROOM , HEAT & WATER
PAID. CALL ADAM 345-9694
~~-------11 /23
NEEDED: Female Roommate for
Spring '93 . Own Rm . Washer &
Dryer . 3 blocks from campus
$165 . Please call for info . 3456376
_ _ _ _ _ _ca11 /23,30-1 2/4

Male subleaser needed for SP93.
Lincolnwood Apts. Ph . 348-0834.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 12/11

N ews

(astern
CLASSIFIED

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/month + world trave I (Hawaii,
Me xico,
the
Caribbean , etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment
available. No experience necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5738
---~-~--~-12/2
ATTENTION STUDENTS : Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home . All materials provided.
Send SASE to National Distributors P.O. Box 9643 Springfield,
MO 65801 . Immediate response.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /24
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the
Hottest Spring Break Destinations , call the nation ' s leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /23
MEDICAL BILLING. Opportunity
as a licensee in your area for
national healthcare company. Do
electronic medical insurance
claims processing for medical
practitioners . $30,000.00 PART
TIME to over $80 ,000 .00 FULL
TIME . Company training! Initial
capital required $6298 .00 plus
PC. For more information by mail,
call (803) 745-9043. (24 hours)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /23

ACROSS

FORM

Name: _______________~
Address:

-----------------~

Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

1 "- - meyour
ears"
5 Stirring stories
10Raced
14 Hodgepodge
15 Straighten
16 "- - Shanter''
17 Spanish town
where Columbus
died: 1506
19 Actor from
Chicago
20 G.O.P. symbol
21 In abundance
23 Pillboxes
24 Hereditary
factors
25 Biblical land of
gold
28 Shell implement

30 Map with in a
map
33Usesa
millstone
35 Weep and wail
37 Thickness
38 Defeat
39Aplomb
41 Bucket
42 Psychic inits.
43 Deck unit
44 Mock
46 Come to
48 Spacecraft part ,
for short
so Hermit
51 Sister's
daughter, e.g.
53 Few: Comb.
form
55 - - d'hotel

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D

Cash

ocheck

D Credit

DOWN

12 Arabian bigwig
13 Completed
-:+':IO"t..t;::;t.irt:rn:mn .. 1a Drive - bargain

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. t 0 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

CHEAP! FBl/U .S. SE
MERCEDES, $200; 86
87 MERCEDES, $100;
TANG , $50. FREE Inf
Hour Hotline. 801-3
Copyright #IL 14KJC

AVAILABLE! SHARE SPACIOUS
OLDER HOME $220 PER
MONTH PER PERSON, $220
DEPOSIT. RENT INCLUDES
UTILITIES, WASHER & DRYER,
BASIC CABLE. 2 BLOCKS
FROM OLD MAIN! PHONE : 1217-864-2190
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /30
For rent or lease, spring
semester. Furnished, large, nice
1 BR near campus. 345-6763
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 11 /30

HAITI CONNECTION WILL have a meeting at 5 p.m. Mo
Newman Catholic Center. Great dinner free! Anyone welco
EARTH WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in Blair
Everyone is welcome.
CENTENNIAL CLASS GOVT. will hold its weekly meeting
p.m. in the Greenup Room. It's very important that all reps a
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the event.
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a C
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible
conflicting information will not be run.

25 Peep-show fan

33
38
42
46

61

64
67

26 Thackeray's
forte
27 Where the
Santa Maria
was wrecked:

1492
29 Tolerate
31 Slur over
32 Tippecanoe's
associate
34 Hot tub
36Marry
40 Wreath on a
knight's helmet

41 Playbills
43 "Mermaids"
star: 1990
45 Inventor Howe
47 Lemon tree, e.g.
49 Human being
52 "N'est---?"
54Sierra--

USA-26

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

62 Island home of
Columbus:
c . 1479
64 Humdinger
65 Suffix with
parliament
66 Talking bird
67 Epochs
68 Valuable fur
69 Fly high

1492

Check number _ _ _ __

~sE=-co-oo-cN~D,-S~E~M-E~S=T=E=R-H.....,0-USING

Stereo & speakers-$6
hoop/backboard-$30.
washer/dryer-$75. 10a
4426

57 More boring
61 "Omnia vincit

1 Mezzo-soprano
Shirley-2 Israeli airline
3 Egypt's lifeline
4 Miami eleven
5 Co-Nobelist for
Peace:1978
6 Noted Cuban
ballerina
7Golden
a Cuckoo
9 Marsh plant
10 " -- Kisses,"
1968film
.-., 11 Whence
....,....,;o..i.::~
Columbus
sailed : Aug . 3, '

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

Male subleaser needed S93.
Own Bedroom. $145/mo. Call Pat
348-5921
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /24
Female subleaser needed for
Spring. $165/mo. Own Bedroom.
Park Place. Call 345-4680.
-=-c-o----~~~-~-12/1
Subleasers for 2 bedrm Apt. , own
bedrms 1 1/2 baths. Free laundry,
cable, micr, dishwasher. Nice furnished Apt. Call 348-0665/3452863
=-- ,.---=---c-,..-------.,.-11 /23
Female Subleaser needed for
Spring 93. Call 348-5638.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 11 /24
2 subleasers for spring semester
needed. Own room , $150/month
rent. Located 416.Polk. 345-3089
~~_c.a11 /20-23 , 11 /30-12/4
Female subleaser needed for
Spring semester. $138 a month
plus utilities. Apt near campus.
Call 348-1675

s""E=-co-o""'N-,cDo---=-s=E~M=E~sT=E=R~IN=DIVID-

uantum
Murphy Brown
Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie: Deadly
Matrimony Con.

Entmt. Tonight
Evening Shade
Hearts Afire
Murphy Brown

Married
FBI
American Detec.
Redskins at
Saints

Northern Exposur
News
Tonight
rent Affair
Inside Edition

News
M*A*S*H
Peoples Court
Nightline

NFL Match Up
NFL Mag.
Jump Rope

Murder,
She Wrote

Dinosaurs
American Playhouse

WWF Wrestling
Off Road Racing

News
Love Conn.

Movie: Harlem
Nights

News

Auto Racing
Sports Center

MacGyver

Off Road Racing

Ray Bradbury

Night Court
Kojak
Cur-

10000 Eyes
Being erved

Movie: Blind Fury
Movie:
Midnight's
Child

Natural World

Little House

Emperor

Bonanza

Star Trek

Rediscovering

Combat

Studs

Natural World

Bob poo

"
,..,.,

Calvin and Hobbes
DA INTERCEPTOR
INCLUDES ACCES. MUST SEE! $1,600.
L 348-1953
12/11
11=N-:-B=1"'""K=Es=-:--=c=-a-n-nondale
ew $1150.00 asking
; Diamond Back Apex
; Fugi, $225.00. 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
bicycles new and used.
Mattoon $699.95. Aer·a1 $549.95. X'mas LOpen Tues-Saturday, 8-

7
12/2
.--;:;C-av-a-;;-1i-er-.-=R:-ed...,.,--=2 DR,
s, excellent condition,
le stereo, $2800.00
581-5498
____:-:-_ _ _ 12/11

E: WALL UNIT WITH
ABLE SHELVES ($65).
LL. CALL LYN AT 58112/11
--=-Es-co-rt,--G=-L=-.--:1-0-wner, 4
$2100. Bought a new
sell. 345-4471
12/11
m::-;E;:-;:R'°"R""'Y;-;:;B-;::Rc;;:E""'A=D : Reur Loaf TODAY for
lving. Homemade and
ed. What's Cookin, 7th
n. 345-7427.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/24
Alternatives-Liquid
, Hot Stuff, Cybergen, Universal. Diet Aids ,
. Free catalog . Physi. ns. 1-800-397-4777
----:-:---12/11
mattress $50 OBO. 345-

is looking for KATE
tonight, she will proba
sed out on the bathr in Marty's. HAPPY
THDAY KATE! Love
11 /23
...-d-:---:ch_e_c=-k-o--:ut--:t-,-he f eathis week at Tokens
partment. It could be
new, It could be some' It could be something
definitely something
11/2,9,16,23,30, 1217
TED
IN
LAW
THE LAW SCHOOL
OM WASHINGTON
ITV AND ST. LOUIS
ITV WILL BE IN THE
ROOM OF THE STUON FROM 1-3 PM ON
11 /23.

Suzanne, Bird, Leedy, Paula,
M.B. & my Kid K.M . I'll miss you!
Tau love Shea
~-------11/23
Cicela-Thanks for being such a
great dad & for putting up with
me! Thanks for lunch at Marty's.
I'll treat next time! Tau Love &
Mine, Cindi
..,,-------,.---,------,~-=--11 /23
Congratulations to Phi Beta Chi
on getting your charter The Men
of Lambda Chi Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
Congratulations to The Sigma
Sigma Sigma New Initiates.
Love The Men of Lambda Chi
Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
SIG EPS: Congratulations on
receiving your charter! You guys
have worked so hard for it. Love
your sweetheart, Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
Vigna, Behuke & Webb: Congrats
on going active! I love you guys!
Dee Zee love, Melissa
~-:-:-~~~~-11/23
The LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DEL TA would like to
congratulate their new RHO
CHls: KAREN LAMBKE, PAM
LEBER,
JEN
BONNELL,
SHAWN BUCKLEY, STEF
ANDREWS, and TIFFANY
XANOS!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
The ALPHA GAMS hope EVERYONE has a SAFE and HAPPY
Thanksgiving.
~----:-:---11/23
Congratulations ASAs for 6-0 in IM
Volleyball! We're RET TO GO!!
~----~--11/23
Congratulations ASAs on two 1st
places with OVERALL winner in
SAMS!! You Disco Queens!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /23
JEN AND KERRIE : You guys are
the BEST Pledge Educators :
You're doing a great job! Love,
the ASA Pledges
~==-~c=.,--==-=--:--:---11 /23
KATE WELTER-Happy 21st
Birthday! Fl NALLY! Just one
powerful shot tonight , please?
Get ready. Angie
~-;--=c-,-.,..,-::--c--:=,,...,...,.=--oo--11 /23
ASA SAMS AIRBAND: Congratulations on placing 1st in TALENT and CROWD PARTICIPATION! You looked awesome!
Who ever said Disco was dead?
Your sisters are so proud of
you!
~--,------,.----,----,----,--,.----11 /23
We have the best deals in town at
CRAIG'S VIDEO , 422 Madison .
345-4580.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/23
Watch out for specials and giveaways at CRAIG'S VIDEO
December 1-3.

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN@
I KNOW,
8UT HOW

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

EL~E

COUL17

The Dai~y~ E.ast(3rn~. News " .

Fl/I/I>

r:

By Stan Lee

I'M Mli:~. !>KINNER, PRINC.rPAL
OF OUR LOCAL .SCHOOL. )t?U'VE
GOT TO HELP ME!

you~

will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
$1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
SEl..L. AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

e: (one word per line)

ification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __

5~HOOL

PRJNC.IPAt.. MARTHA !!7i<INNE!(, H,t:/5

ASKEP SPtP€Y FOR liELP ...

IF ONLY iOU'l7 VISIT OUR be.HOOL
TO .SPEAK iO THE ClilLDREN /

..

Volleyball team
takes 2nd place
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

The Eastern volleyball win
streak finally drew to a close
against Missouri Saturday night,
but not before the squad set a
new school record of 13 straight
wins by defeating Wright State
and Eastern Michigan in route to
a second place finish in the EIU
Classic this weekend.
The tournament champion
Lady Tigers simply overpowered
the Lady Panthers with a dominating service game, utilizing 21
aces to take a 9-15, 15-12, 15-10,
15-6 victory. The key to the
match came in the third game,
where with Eastern leading 10-2,
Missouri went on a five point run
to get the momentum back - utilizing three aces - and run away
with the match. Still, coach Betty
Ralston saw some bright things
in her Lady Panthers defeat.
"We knew they were a tough
serving team, and once they got
going and got back in the match,
they just killed us," said Ralston.
"The effort was there the entire
way though. We never gave up
and the entire team stayed strong,
we just had a few communication
problems that we need to work
on."
Susie Green led the Lady
Panthers in the loss with 12 kills
, an·d 19 digs, while Beth Foster
added .11 kills, Kaaryn Sadler
DAN KOONCE/Staff ph~tographer · eight and Kim Traub seven.
Eastern's junior setter Amy Van Eekeren sets the ball dunng one of Green and Traub were named to
the Lady Panthers matches this weekend at McAfee Gym.
the all-tournament team.

Things went much easier in
the other two matches, with
Eastern's intensity and defense
completely controlling wins over
Wright State and Eastern
Michigan.
The Lady Panthers closed out
the Mid-Continent Conference
season with a 15-11, 15-3, 15-10
win over Wright State. Defense
was the key, as Wright managed
only a .027 hitting percentage for
the match, but the match also
saw the most intense Lady
Panther squad of the season.
"We ran a lot of quick sets and
stuff, but we really stepped up
the intensity," said junior middlehitter Kim Traub. "We saw both
Eastern Michigan and Missouri,
and we know the tournament is
next week, so we decided this is
the time and went out and did it."
Traub led Eastern, finishing
with 11 kills and nine digs, with
Green adding eight kills and 11
digs.
Things stayed the same against
Eastern Michigan, with defense
and intensity leading the Lady
Panthers to a 15-8, 15-2, 15-8
victory. Eastern Michigan had a
.168 hitting percentage for the
match, with much of that number
_: being bolstered by a .333 performance in the final game.
"We got the opportunity to run
a couple of the new offensive
sets we had been working on and
we got everyone a chance to
play," said Ralston. "Most importantly, we got the record, which
is a great thing for these kids.

Wrestler
get look
their selv
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

The Eastern wrestlin
didn 't come home overb
with awards from thi
end's St. Louis Open,
they did c'ome home wi
new sense of where they
where they need to go.
The highest finish
Panthers came in th
frosh/soph tournamen
Eirik Gustafson cam
with third place at 118
Others with strong
mances at the frosh/so
were Chad Serles, who
3-2 at 158, and Harty
who was one match a
placing at 190.
In the open category,
freshman Brian Klen
and Eric May at 142
3-2, while Joe Daubach
2 at 142 and Stan Gr
190. Both Daubach a
were one match aw
placing.
"What this trip did
us a chance to see whe
conditioning wise and ·
al wise," said wrestli
Ralph McCausland. "
know where we are a
we still have to go.
The wrestlers return
next Friday at the
Open at the Unive
Wisconsin in Madison,

Eastern basketball team's get taste of international p
Men knock off Finland team 79-76
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

Eastern's Derrick Landrus hit a pair of
clutch free throws with 20 seconds left in
the game to seal a 79-76 victory over the
Finland National team Sunday in an exhibition game at Lantz Gym.
After Landrus made the free throws,
Finland put the ball into the hands of Jyri
Lehtonan, who is its 3-point specialist.
Lehtonan sunk five 3-pointers in the final
four minutes narrowing Eastern's lead to
just a point before Landrus went to the
line.
Lehtonan went one-on-one with Troy
Collier in the final seconds before his
attempting a 3-pointer and missing. On
the rebound Derrick Landrus recovered
the ball and managed to throw the ball
down court with five seconds left.
Lehtonan threw up a desperation shot
from half court, but the ball bounced off
the rim.
Eastern coach Rick Samuels praised the
efforts of his team, but said his team needed to learn to hold a lead.
"When they turned up the pressure, we
should have turned up the pressure, too,"
Samuels said. "When we get a team down
by 10 or 12 points, it's not over. We are
going to be involved in a lot of close
games."
"We just have to develop a killer
instinct," Landrus said.

Eastern did a lot its scoring from the
free throw line. The Panthers made 30 of
44 free throw attempts.
"We did step to the line and make our
free throws," Samuels said.
Although Eastern managed to put
enough points on the score board to post a
win, Samuels said that the team may have
trouble scoring early in the regular season.
"We have to get better," Samuels said.
"We may have trouble scoring because not
everyone is used to each other, yet. We are
playing pretty solid defensively."
Eastern will open the regular season
Dec. 1 when it plays host to the University
of Maine in Lantz Gym.
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Women get routed by Czechs 9
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

The Lady Panthers couldn't recover
from a first half blowout that Czechoslavakia's national women's team handed
them in their 95-66 loss in an exhibition
game at Lantz Gym Sunday.
The Czechs exploded for a 63-27 halftime lead which blew the game wide
open.
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke credited
the Czechs for playing a good game.
They shot 64.5 percent from the field in
the game and didn't miss a free throw all
evening.
"They had great ball movement and
they shot extremely well," Hilke said.
Although the final score seems lopsided, the Lady Panthers didn't leave the
lockerroom with their heads down
because of their play in the second half.
"We beat them (39-32) in the second
half," Hilke said. "There wasn't an ounce
of quitting out there. We improved on
defense and I think (the newer players)
were surprised by the speed at this level."
The bright spot in the second half was
a 17-6 run. During the stretch freshman
Tburrie Frazier chipped in 10 of her 14
points. Eastern 's Sheriel Brown led
Eastern with 15 points. Tammy Wilkison
dumped in seven points.
"It took us about the entire first half to
get the feel of the game," said sophomore

Nicki Polka.
Polka, who is the starting po·
had four points, four assists and
"We got a lot of better in th
half; we cut down on our tur
Polka said of the team's 12 tum
the second half compared to 20
in the first half.
Czechoslovakia had five pl
double figures with Andrea J
leading all scorers with 19 poin
The Lady Panthers scored 25
points from the free throw line.
The win for Czechoslovakia
first win of their tour in the
States.
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